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EXPEIUMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY ON THE DRAG AND _.
BASE PRESSURE OF BODIES OF REVOLUTION
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Tats were conducted to determine the efecfg of &co&y on
the drag and base pwwure of nvioua b~dies of ‘rerobution at a
Mach number of 1.6. 2%e models were te8ted both with smooth.
surfaces and with roughm?8s added to eoahte the efects of
Reynolds number jor both lu:nrinar ad turbulent boundary
layers. Z%e principal geometric rafiable8 inre@igated were
a~erbdy shape and length-diameter ratio. For most models,
force test8 and ba8e preesure mea8urement8 ‘were made orer a
range of Reynolds numbers, baaed on model length, from
0.6X 10= to 6.OXIP. &h[ieren photograph were used to
analyze the e~ects of tn”8cosi@on $OW separatism afid 8hock-
wace con.gwration neaT ihe ba8e and to verify the condition of
the boundary layer ae deduced from force tests. The results
are d&cussed and compared with theoretical calcuh!ium.

l%e rewdte 8how that ri8cosity ejfect8 are large and depend
to a great degree on ih body 8hape. me effects differ greatly
for hninar and turbulent $OW in the bounda~ layer, and
within each Tegime depend upon the Reynald8 number of the
flow. Laminar J70w wa8 fomd up to a Reynold8 number of
6.6X10g and may po88ibly exiit to high-erralues.

The flow orer the. afierbody and the shock-ware configuration,
near the ba8e aTe shown to be cey much di&ent for laminar
thanforturbulentjbwin the boundivy byer. 77u ba8e pre8wire
on “bodi.88with boattding is much higher with the tuTbu[e.nt
.kqver than with the lanu%ar layer, Tesulting in a negatice ba8e
drag in 8ome ca8e8. me toicd drag ChaTaCiefi8&8 at a git’en
Reyno[d8 number are afected considerably by the trarwition io
turbultmtjlow. % foredrag of bodie8 IMth.oui boattailing and
of boattailed bodies for which the e$ecta of jlow 8epa:r&-n are
negligible can be calculated with remon.able accuracy by adding
ihe skin-frictwn drag ba8ed upon -the assumption of the low
apeedji-iction characteri.stice to the -theoretical ware drag.

For .iizminarfiw in the boundmy layer the efect8 of raryz”ng
the Reynold8 number were found to be large, approximately
doubling the ba8e drag in many ca8e8. The total dTag of the’
bodie8 without boattailing varied about %’0percent owr the
Reynold8 numbeT range inceetigated. For turbulentjow in the
boundary layer, hawemr, mriattins in Reywlds number had
only a smatl efect on base drag and total o%ag.

AT A MACH NUMBER

w. PESKIKS

INTRODUCTION

OF 1.5 ‘

The tiects of ticositv on the aerochmsmic c.haracter-.
ietics of bodies mowing at Ior subsonic speeds have been
known for many years and have been evaluated by numer-
ous investigators. The efkcts. of ticosit.y at transonio
speeds hare been investigated to a limited extent, and sig-
nitkant effects on the How over airfoils have been reported
by Ackeret (reference 1) and Liepmann (reference 2). The
relative thoroughness of these two investigations has” fur-
nished a good start toward a satkfactory evaluation and
understanding of the effects of viscosity in transonic flow
fiekla. However, little is known about viscous effects a;
supersonic speeds.

The experiments reported in references 3, 4, and 5 have
succeeded in evaluating the magnitude of the skin friction for
supersonic flows in pipes and on rotating surfaces, but not for
flow over a sIender body or an airfoil? Reference 6 contains
a small mqount of data on the effects of Reynolds number on
the drag of a sphere and a circukr cylinder; however, these
data are not applicable to aeroc&namic. shapes which are
pract.icsdfor supersonic flight.

It has been sometinm assumed that the effects of viscosity
are small and need be considered onIy when determining the
magnitude of skin friction. In revie~a past data for the
effects of viscosity it was “found that in many reports, such as
referaces 7Ud 8, t.hemodeIsizevrasnot stated, thereby render-
ing the calculation of ReynoIda number and the evakation
of such tests quite diEicuIt. I?reknimuy tests made during
19A5 in the Ames 1-by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnel h’o. I,
which is a variable-pressure tunnel, showed Q relatively
large effect of Reynolde number on the drag of bodies of
rwolution. The results of this cursory iwestigation -were
not reported because the magnitude of support interference
was not known and because certain inaccuracies in” the
baIance measurements were kqown to exipt in the data taken
at Iow tunnel preemrsa. h investigation of wing-body
i&raction at supemonic speeds has been conducted subse-
quently and the results presented in reference 9. Because of
the supprt. interference and the balance inaccuracies noted
at low pressures the data presented therein on the effect of
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Reynolds number on the drag of smooth bodies are not suffi-
ciently accurate throughout the range of Reynolds numbers
for direct application to the conditions of free flight.

Since the effects of viscosity were known to be relatively
large at the outset of this investigation, the purpose of the
present research was made twofold. The primary purpose
was to develop an understanding of the mechanism by which
viscosity alters the theoretical inviscid ffow over bodies of
revolution at supersonic speeds, and the secondary purpose
was to determine the magnitude of theseeffects for the partic-
ular bodies investigated. The experiments were conducted
during 1946,

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

WIND TUNNEL AND INSTRUMENTA’fTON

A general description of the wind tunnel and the principal
instrumentation used can be found in reference 9. Included
therein is a description of the strain-gage balance system
employed for measuring aerodynamic forces and the sc.hlieren
apparatus which forms an integral part of the wind-tunnel
equipment. lk order to obtain acctiak” data at low as weII’
as high tunnel pressures,a more sensitive drag gage was used
in the present investigation than in the investigation of
reference 9; however, aII other detaik of the balance sjwtero
were the same. —

The tunnel total pressure, the static reference pressure in
thc test section, and the pressure in the air chamber of the
balance housing were observed on a mercury manometer,
Because the difference between the base pressure and the
static reference pressurein the test sectim wa9ordinarily too
snd (only 0.5 cm. of mercury at low tunnel pressures) to be
accurateIy read from a mercury manometer, a supplementary
manometer using a fluid of lower specific gravity ww em-
ployed. Because of its lower vapor pressuic “andits property
of releasinglittle or no dissolved air when exposed to very low
pressures, dibuLtvIphthalate, having a specific gravity of
approximateely 1.05 at room temperat.ures; was used as an
indicating fluid in thismanometer instead of the conventional
light manometer fluids such as water and alcohol.

MODELS AND SUPPORTS

Photographs of the models, which were made of rduminurn
alloy, are shown in figures 1 and 2, and their climcnsionaare
given in figure 3. 310dels 1, 2, and 3 were each formed of a
10-caliber ogke nose followed by a.short cylindrical scc[.iou;
they differ from one another only in the amount of l.xM-
ti. The shape of the ogive was not varied in this
investigation because the flow over it is not, aflectcd apl]rcci-
ably by viscosity. Models 4, 5, and 0, which differ from
from one another only in thickness ratio, were formed by
paraboIic arcs with the vertex ab the position of maximum
thickness. For convenience, some of the more important
geometric properties of models 1 through 6 arc listed in the
following table:

Frontaf
Model

it (an.)

1
L 227

kn:-::::z- 1.227
3.------_----.d--_-- : ;2;
4-_-----_—-.-------
5-------------------- 1.758
6------------------ 3.426

.

Now
half

angle
(deg)

l& 2
la 2
18.2
11.3
1s.9
21.8

.+
I

Length Basc-
diametcr area

ratio ratio
t/D &/A

I

7.0 1.00
7.0 . 55s
7. (l .348
8.8
g. 2 : ill
44 .187

——

FIGURE1,—Princlpol body shapiwInvcatfgated.
(n) Mcdela W for boundory-layertests and for corqmrfson twts wkh othor Inwatktfons,

~GuRE 2.-SW?Ck@urPOW modrls,
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(h) Mdels R* to eraluate aEeotcdIengthdfameter MO on tie Presmre.
I?mcrm Z-concblded-

In addition to the above-mentioned models, se~eraI other
bodies -weretested for certain specific purposes. Thus, mod-
eIs 7 and 8 vreremade unusually long so that the skin friction
~ould be a Iarge portion of the measured drag, thereby ena-
bling the condition of the bounda~ layer to be deduced
from force tests. Various substitute ogi-res, shown in fig~e
2 (a.)i mere made fiterchangeabIe with tie smooth ogive
that is shown attached to the c-jLindrica.Iafterbody of
model S. These ogives were provided with different types and
amounts of roughness and could be tested either alone or
with the Iong cylindrical afferbody attached. When the
ogives mere tested aIone, a shroud of the stune diameter as
the ogke vms used to replace the cylindrical afterbody.
Model 9, FLbody tith a conical nose, and modeI 10, a sphere
of l-inch diameter, were tested in order to compare the
results of the present investigation with &sting theoretical
cakulations and -withthe results of other experimental inves-
tigations. ModeLs 11, 12, 13, and 14 were constructed to
determine the effeots of the length-dkuneter ratio for. a
fked shape of a.fterbody. In all cases when a smooth surface
vms desired, the models w-em polished before testing to

TBC!OSITY OX TEE DRAG AT A MACH LNUMBEE OF’ 1.5 w .– ..2.

(a) 13mttni[edImdks. —

‘ p-%2$’’%.d-J

+-F==-l -11, a D

MOW 9,2-7.5 tik, D+= *. .
Model ~ 1.7.6 hmhes.D=MIWCS.
ModeI 18,[=9.0 inches,1)=153 htches.
Model IL 1=9.0lucks, D-LIJI Inches.

(b) ModeIs with oyl!ndriml atterbrdk.

~IGU8E8.—~Odd dbJleIldOUS.
.

I
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obtain a surface as free from scratches and machining marks ..
as “possibIe.

The models ware supported in two diflerent mays: by a-
reak support and by a side support, as shown in figure 4. —
The rear support used in the majority of the cases consisted
of a sting vdich supported the model and attached to the -”
ba.lamcebeam. A thin steel shroud encIosed the sting and -
thereby eliminated the aerodynamic tare forces. Ge of the ..:.
rear support dIored force data, base pressure data, and
schlieren photographs to be taken simultaneously. The side
support which attached to the lower tide of the model con- .”1
sisted of a 6-percent-thick airfoil of straight-side s~ents
and 7° semiwedge angle at the leading and tradkg edges. =
Th6 side support vras used to determine the effeets of the ‘“- -
axial variation in test-section static pressureon base pressure, ‘–.
and, in conjunction mith a dummy rear support, to evaluate ‘–
the effects of support interference.

-- —
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(a] Rear support.
(b) 61de9RPPoR.

FIGURE4.—’rypIcd modd insttiwlons.

TEST METHODS

The tests were conducted at zero rmg]e of attack in a
fixed nozzle -designed to provide a uniform Mach number of
a.pptmitirnfitely1.5 in the test ser.tion. For the positions
occupied by the clifferent modeIs, tho free-stream Mach
number actually varied from 1.49 to 1.51. This is some-
what lower than the Mach number of the tests reported in
referenie 9, which we;e conducted farther downstream in the
test section.

Before and after each run precautions were taken to test
the pressurelines for leaks and the ba~ancesystem for friction
or zero shift. Each run was made by starting the tunrd at
a Iow pressure, usually 3 pounds per square inch absolute,
and taking data at dif7erent leveIs of tunnel stagnation
pressure up to a maxiumm of 25 pounds per square inch
absolute. Because of the lag in the manometer system,
approximately 13 minutes at low pressures and 5 minutes
at high pressures were allowed for conditions to come to
equilibrium. The over-all variation in Reynolds number
based on boclylength ranged from about O,IOX1.(Yto 9.4X 106.
!C’he specific humidity of the air usually was maintained
below 0.0001 pound of water per pound of dry air, and in all
cases was beIow 0.0003,

In general, each body was tested with a polished surface
and then later with roughness added to fix transition. As
illustrated in figure 2 (a), several different methods of fixing
transition on a body in a supersonic stream were tried. The

usunl c.arbomnclurnmethod employed in subsonic research
was not used because of tlie danger of blowing Carborundum
particks into the tunnel-drive compressors. The mctlml
tially adopted was to cement a &nch-wide bar-id of par-
ticles of t.abIesalt, around the fiody. This method proved
successful at all but the very Iow Reynolds numbers. on
models 1, 2, 3, and 12, roughness was located Minch dowm
stream of the beginning of the cylindrical scctiou. On
models 4, 5, and 6 the roughness was pIacec?4.5 inches from
the nose and on model 8, % inch upstream of the beginning
of the cylindrical afterbody. ModeIs 7, 9, 10, 1I, 13, and 14
were tested in the smooth condition only.

RESULTS

REDUCTION OB’ DATA

The foice data included in this report have kn rcduccd
to the usuaI coefficient form through division by the pro([llct
of the free-stream dynamic pressure and the fronttd area of
the body. In each case, conditions just tihcmlof tlw now of .
a model are taken as the free-stream conditions.

The measurements of the pressure on the base of carh
model are icferred to frce-stream static pressure aml marlc
dirnensionkss through division by the free-stream”dyn~mic
pressure. Thus, the base pressure.coefficient is cfilcuiutcd
from the equation

p+-%
!Z.

(1)
—

where
Pb”- base pres$urec$cfficicnt
pb pressure acting on the l.mse
Pm free-stream static presewe
LO free-stream dynnmic pressure
The dynamic pressure is calculatcd from the iscn[ropic
relationships. A small experimentally Mcrmincd cor-
rection k applied for the 10ssin total pressure duc to condeu-
satlionof waW vapor in the nozzle, The RcynoMs numhcr
is based upon the body length and is cahmlaLcd from the
iscntropic relationships using Sutherland’s formula far tho
variation of viscosity with the tempemturc of the air.

It is convenient to consider the force duc to h: IMSCprm-
sure as a separate comp6nent of the totul drag. Accord-
ingly, the base drag is referred to the fronhd ores and in coef-
ficient form is given by

()QDb=_pb + (2)

where
CD, base drag coefficient
itb area of base
A frontal area of the body

The fo,redrag is defined as the sum of all drag forces that
act on the body surface forward of t.hc base. Hence, the
foredrag coefficient is given by

i&= (?D– Cil, (3]

where CD is the total drag coef%cient and CDFthe foredrag
coefficient, The concep~ of foredrag coefficient is uacful for
several reasons. It is the foredrag that is of direct impor-
tance to the practical designer when the pressure acting on
the base of a body is altered by a jet of gax from a po}ver
plant. Considering the foredrag as an independent compo-
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FIGURE6.–&mm#rfs.wn of the foredmg ccWiefent of rrrodd9 with md wfthout mme&fom
n@ied for the add varfatfon of the test+ecttonstatfo ~.

nent of the total drag greatly $mplMes the drag amdyeiaof a
gi~en body. FinaUy, the foredrag, as vziIlbe e.xpIainedlater,
is not affected appreciably by interference of the rear supports
ue~~ in the investigation.

Since the nozzle calibration with no model present showed
that. the static pressure along the axis of the test eeotion was
not constant (fig. 5), the measured coficien’ts have been cor-
rected for the increment of drag or pressure resulting from
the axial pressuregradient. A detailed diacuasionof this cor-
rection ia presented in appendix A, and the experimental
justi6cation is shown in @.rw 6 and 7. . ,

-—L

Reynoldsnumber,Re,mt7Fnis
.-..

@ Uncorrected tits.
-.. fi

6) Oorreckd data.
.

FIGUBEi.—@0mp0rk0n of hosepressnmeoeilidents of modd 1m~ at m.riaruposftic-tu “”
810ngthe tmmd risk, uith md wfthmx mrreotfoneGp@ed for the varistfomof teet-sectkm ‘—

PRECISIOS-

The table w~ch follows lists the total uncertainty that
would be introduced into each coeflkient in the m&jority of
the results if alI of the possible errors that are known to
etist in the measurement of the forces and pressures and the.
determination of free+tream Mach number and gradient cor-
rections were to accumulate. ActuaIIy the errors may be
~ected to be partially compensating, so the probable inac-
curacy is about half that given in the tabIe. The sources and
estimated magnitudes of the probable errorsinvoked are con-
sidered at greater length in appendix B. The values in
the fo~owing table are for the lowest and highest tunnel pre~
auree and vw Enea.rIyin between. The tabIe does not ap-
ply to data that me presented in @uree 9 (b), 13, and 14.
It also does not apply to modeIs 4, 5, and 6 in figures 23- (a)
md 29 (a) where the poeeibIe variation in the balance cali-
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bration constant may increase the limits of .emor as dis-
cussed in appendix B.

7:Ab//1 ‘-+”

Maximum value of Maximum. value of
error at lowed pressure error at highest pressuq3

lotal drag --------- +(2.4 oplus O.004 .
Foredrag ----------- + 1.6 phs O.004-- + O.6 plusO.004) “
Base IY3#SU~--_.-_. + 1.6 ~P1uaO.005)-_ + 0.5 Pius O.005)
BMe #rag---------- *[O. 8. PIUS 0.005 +fi.,l)lp~us 0.005

1. I

EFFECIS OF SUPPORT INTERFERENCE

Previous to the present investigation an extensive series
of tests was conducted to determine the body shape ancl
support! combinations necessary to ehminate or evaluate
the support. interference. Based upon the results obtained,
a summary of which appears in appendix C, it is believed
that all the drag data presented herein fQr the models tested
in the smooth condition are free from support interference
effects with the exception of the data shown in figure 27..
Also, for the models tested with roughness, the foredrag clata
are free from interference effects. However, an unc.er-
t.ainty in the base pressure coefllcient exists which may
vary from a minimum of *0.005 to a maximwm of +0.015
for the different bodies. As a result, the base drsg coeffi-
cients and total clrqgcoefficients for the same test conditions
are subject to a corresponding small unce@inty.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Although at present no theoretical method is available
for calculating the base presaui-eand hence the total drag of
a body, several rncthods are avaiIable which provide gn
excellent theoretical standard to which the experimental
measurementsof foredrag can be compared. In this report
the theoretical foredrag is considered to be the SUMof the
theoretical wave drag for an inviscid flow and the incom-
pressible skin-friction drag corresponding to the, type of
boundary layer that exists on the body,

.4 typicaI pressure distribution for the theoretical inviscicl
flow over one of the boattailed bodies tested irt this inves-
tigation is shown in figure 8.. For pm~oses of comparison
the pressure distribution as calculated by the linear theory
of von IWrnfm and Moore is included in this iigure.

The wave drag of the .cone+yhnder bodies vw obtained
from the theoretical flow over cones (references 10 and 1l).a

The wave drag for the ogiw+cylinder bodies was calculated
by the method of characteristics for rotationally syrnmetrk
superaanicflow as given in references 12 and 13. In accord-
ance with the theoretical results of reference 14, the fluicl
rotation produced by the very small curvature of the head
shock wave was neglected. For moderate supersonic Mach
numbers this procedure is justified experimentally in refer-
ence 8, where the theoretical calculation uskg the method
of characteristics as presented in reference 12 are shown to
be in excelk.nt agreement with the measured pressura dis-
tributions for ogives with cylindrical afterboc?ies.

K Model3 I

.4
i I I ! I I I I I

.3
‘.

.

i

‘. R--Linearfheory,refence 13‘. ,
I :.2

‘<’
‘.

i n--Me?hod of charactertsfics,reference12

g ~
‘.,’

\ ,
~‘.

“$ \ ‘
—.

‘.
%. ‘.
~o ‘. -
u ‘.. ----

/ -
: ,

-, i

i’ t.
‘t

‘, \ -

.2
‘. ,. ..-~

.

1 I I 1 I ! I 1 I I I I I

-.3 .J—
FIGCRES.–’yPIealal pressuradistribution for a bmttdled body 8t 1.5 Moeh number.

Al estimation of the skin-friction drag in any given msc
requires a knowkclge of the condition of the boundary Iaym.
The method used herein for lnminar flow is as follows:

w~erc

CD, skin-friction drag coefficientt for the ~nodcl nL tll(~
Reynolds number, Re, based on the full hwgth of
the model

c fiam low-speccf skin-friction coefficient for laminrtr
boundary-layer flow over a flat plutc at Rr

A, wetted area of the model forward of the ha%’
A frontal area of the modd

For the models with roughness added it is assumed thsttt1~~~
disturbance of the boundary Iayer resulting from the stiltband
vim suftic.ienLto cause- transition to 8 turbulent bouIIcltIry

layer to occur at the, band. The skin-friction drag is esti-
mated by moans of the equation

where

~;hm - low+peed skiu-friction cocfficim t for Inminnr
boundary-layer flow tit the cffcclivc Reynolds
number, Re’, based on the hmg[h of the modcI
from tbe nose to the point where lhv sal~ baml

was added

A IUm .wet.tcdarea.of that portiou of the model forward of
t.hosalt band

—. . —
$frr the dghx+l pubIlcstIonof the present~Ve.9tk@i0n (~~7] ~erf~ ~um for tie ~a~e drwl oi the coma wwe basedon the graphs of referencw IOsnd 11, For tlm proscnt rqmrt,

however, sf!ghtIy differentmrmerfcd VSIUSSare usedwhfch sre W on more rewnt Wbukted rnlueec! the surfscepressureon wnes in euperwnlc flow.
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c f~~~b low-speed skin-fiction coefficient for turbulent
boundary~ayer flov over.flat pIate at the Rey-
nolds number He, based on the full length of the
model

C;mrb Iov+speed skin-friction coefficimt for turbulent
boundary-layer flow at the effective Reynolds
numger Re’

This method of cakuhtion preeumei that the bed roughness

was of such a nature as to cause the turbulent bounckry-

Iayer flow downstream of the point where the rougbnesi was
added to be the stuneas would have existedhad the boundary-
Iayer flow been turbulent all the way &om the nose of the
body. .

DISCUSSION

~OW OHARAOTERISTKCS

Before anaIyzing the effects of viscosity on the drag of the
bodies of revolution, it is convenient- to consider qualitatively
the effects on the general characteristics of the observed flow.
In so doing it is advantageous to consider first the condition
of the boundary layer chwxwterized by whether it is bminar
or turbulent and then the effect of variation in Reynolds
number on flow separation for each type of boundary layer.
Once the effects of the ReynoIds number and the condition
of the boundary layer on flow separation are bow% the
observed effects on the shock-weve configuration at the base
of the model are easiIy exphined. Likewise, once the effects
cm flom separation and shock-wave con6guration are known;
the resulting effects of viscosity on the foredrag, base drag,
and totaI drag are easily understood.

Condition of the Mundary layer.—siice results observed
at transonic speeds (references I and 2) have sho’rrnthat the
general flow pattern about a body depends to a marked degree
on the type of boundary layer present, it might be expected
that the boundary-layer flow at supe”mnic speeds also maybe
of primary importance in cletermining the over-all aerody-
namic characteristics of a body. Consequently, the deter-
mination of the *ent of the Iaminar boundary layer under
normal test conditions is of fundamental importance.

In an attempt to determine the highest Reynolds number
at which Iaminar flow exists on models tested in t-hisinves-
tigation, a relatively long polished body (model 7) was tested
from a low pressure up to the highest-hmne~pressure obtain-
able. b this case, the diameter of the shroud which enclosed
the rear support sting-was made the same as the diameter of
the body. The foredrag measurements on this model are
shown in f~e 9 (a). Since the skin friction is a.relatively
large portion of the measured foredrag, the condition of the
boundary layer can be deduced from these force feats. The
data indicate that the boundary Iayer on this body was stiU
Iaminar up to the highest obtainable Reynolds number of
6.5X 1(P. The computed foredrag data used for comparison
tire obtained by adding a Iarninar or turbulent skin-friction
coefficient based on Iow-speed characteristics to the experi-
mental w-ave dmg of the ogiral nose. This latter is deter-
mined by subtracting horn the ogive foredrag coefficients
the Iow-speed Iaminar akin-friction coefficients for the
smooth ogive at the higher Reynolds numbers where t-he
error, resulting from the assumption of the low-speed co-
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..—
eilkients, is a small percent of the deduced wime drtyg. (The __
theoretical -wave drag, based on the theoretical pressure dis-
tribution from the method of characteristics, is approximately “‘-
5 percent higher themthe experimental wave drag.) Schh .
ren photographs from which the condition of the boumda.ry
layer may be observed me shown in figure 10. They-confirm
the previous tiding by showing that @ansition does not ..=
occur on the body, but begins B short distance dovmstream ‘“ -
from the base of, the model, as i&licated by arrow 1 in the- ‘_
photograph. .-
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(a)R?-a7xlr#,

(b) Rc-6.5X1OI.

FIGURE10.4Mrlteren photographsshowfng larotnar flow o~er the eylQMr!cel dtorbcdy of
model 7at two mlum of tho Reynokie number. Knlh cdgo horizontal,

A closo examination of the photographs in figure 10 reveals
that the beginning of transition (arrow 1) is located at the

same point on the support shroud as the waves (arrows 2 and
3) which originate from a disturbance of the boundary layer.
It waafound by measurements on the schlieren photographs
that the point of origin of these waves coincided with the
intersection of the shroud and the reflected bow wave. This
suggests that transition on the shroud is being brough~ about
prematurely by the reflected bow waves. Additional evi-

dence that this is not natural transition is obtained in noting
from figure 10 that the point where transition begins does
not move with a change in Reynolds number. If the model
were longer than a critical length, which is about 11 inches
for the conditions of the present tests, these reflected waves
would strike the model somewhere on the afterbody and
premature transition would be expected to affect the results.
Figure 9 (b) shows the results of the measurements of fore-
drag on a 16,7-inch body (modcd 8), which ig considerably
longer than the critical length. These force data CO*
the tibove conjecture by clearly indicating a partiaIly turbu-
lent boundary layer on the body even at Reynolds numbers

as low as 2X106. The scldieren photogrgpha of tho fhm
over this body are presented in figure 11. It. is seen Lhtit,ill
this case also, the transition to turbu]mt flow (arrow 1} is
located at the same point as the waves (arrows 2 tind 3)
originating from the disturbance of the boundary hycr by
the reflected bow wave. Nmilmy, an dditjorml small wave
(arrow 4) can be traced back to a disturbance of the boundary
layer caused by a shock wave originating from an impmfccL
fit of the gktsswindows in the side walls.

(a) Eblfe edge \mrUd,

(3) Eimlfeedge horizontal,

rIGCRE 11.-%hUer@n photcgmph ehowingpr@nmtLrretrW6itkm on theCylhirfcal OftCTtMKi$

of model& Reynolds numl.wr9.36Xl@.

AIthough Lhemaximum possi~le exhmt of laminar flow [hut
may be expectd on bodies of revolution mnnot bc d(’tm-
mined on the basis of the present bats because of this in[cT-

ference horn the reflected shock waves, the foregoing rmylts
show that, under the conditions of these tests, a huninar
boundary layer exists over the entire surfticc of a smooth
model about 11 inches long up to a~ lemf, 0,5X 108 R(!ynohls
number. In comparison to the vahmsnormally cnrountmcd
at subsonic speeds, a Reynolds number of 6.5X 10° at first
appears to be somewhat hgh for maintenanm of Iaminar
flow over a body, unless the pressuredecreasesin tJIcdirection
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of the flow over the entire length of the body. The pressure

distribution over mode~ ‘i, shown in figure 12, has been

determined by superimposing the pressure distribution

which e.-ts along the axis of the nozzle with no model

present upon the theoretical pressure distribution calculated

for model 7 by the method of characteristics. The resulting

p~essure distribution shows that the pressure decreases

considerab~y along the ogive, but actually increases shghtly

along the cylindrical afterbody.

FIWUE lz—’rheom~ pmmnmdI.Mbutlenomrthesurfwe Mmode170t zeroungIeof
attack and 1.6Mach nmnber.

An increase in the stability of the Iaminar bo~dary
layer with an increase in Mach number has been indicated
by the anrdpis of reference 15. With a given body shape,
for -which the pressure distribution changes with Mach
number, an increase in stabili~ with increasing Mach num-
ber has also been indicated for subsonic flow-sby the results
of references 6 and 16 as welI as by the eqerimenhd data
gken for airfoils in reference 15.- The theor@icaI work of
Lees (reference 17), however, indicates that. the ReynoIds
number for neutral staMity of l&nimmflow over an indated
flat pIate decreases -withamincrease in Mach number,

It appears from the results of the present tests that any
shock -waves which originate from imperfections in the
nozzIe mdIa and disturb the boundary Iayer on a body can
bring about transition pr~turely. This may hnve some
bearing on the results of the supersonic w-ind-tunnel tests
conducted in the German wind tunnels at KocheI1 since
shock waves, ordinarily numbering about 15, are readily
=risible in various schIieren photographs. (See reference
18. for example.) “

k order to cause the Imninar boundary layer to become
turbrdent- in the present investigation an @ifIce such as
moldingroughness was necessaxy. In a supersonic”stream,
however, the addition of roughness to a body dso increases

VISCOSITY ON TKQ DRkG AT A MACH N77MBER 01’ 1.5 813 . ~

the viave drag. The magnitude of the wave drag due to —,
roughness was determined by t+sting with full diameter .
shrouding and no afterbody attached, first the smooth ‘“’ -
ogi~e; and then the ogives with various amounts and kinds
of roughness added (&. 2 (a)). The corresponding foredrag “ ~.:
measurements are shown in @ure 13. These data illustrate -?
that Iittle additional drag is attributable to roughness at the .
IOWRepoIdg numbers where the boundary layer is rela-
tively thick, but- that an appreciable. amount of wave drag” . .
is attributable to the roughness at the higher Re-j-noIds
numbers. For aII subsequent re@ts presented, the smog.nt
of drag caused by the artificial rougbne= has been sub- _.
tracted horn the measured data taken for the bodies tested - ,
with transition tied. In order to cudc.~ate the amount of
&ag caused by the roughness for models of diameters ~
dMerent &orn the ogi-res tested, it was assumed that. for ~
my model the increment in drag coefliicent attributable .
to the drag of the m-tiflcid rougbneas was inversely pro-” .
portiousl to the diameter of the model at the station at ._.
which the roughness was appIied.

d~:::yz::--:”

“.

-- x----------- -.
‘~ -Shroud

--

I I I I 1
0 Cornp/e is sand blosf

.16 ~ j% !t7Ch soff bond
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A B inch salt band
v Smooth surfuce

= ./4 L Ical
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~ .12; \

~ .,.,
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~ _

k

.080
.4 B L2 L6 20 2.4

Reynolds number, Re,millions
—. -.

FIGCWZ18.-TmMfon of fweclmg mefdeient “rr!th EeynoIds number of the @w with
=wJw demeesof mnghnessadded.

The foredrag measurements of model 8, which consists of..,=
a cylindrical afterbody with any one of t-heinterchangeable
ogives direct-ly attached, are presented in &g 14. These -_
data, from -whichthe drag increment due to the added rongh-
ness has been subtracted as noted previoudy, show that the
degree of roughmsa produced by sand Masting the surface ‘“
of the ogi-re is insnfiicient to cause transition at low Re3-n-
olds numbers; whereas, the roughness produced b-j-the ~~-
inc.h- or the ?i-inch-wide saIt band caused transition at aLI
Reynolds numbers.

-

A vivid illustration of the turbulent character of the>
boundary Iayer on those bodies with rou@nes added is
gi-renby the schlieren photographs in figure 15. The bound-
ary Iayer ia best seen in the photograph taken with the knife
edge horizontal. A comparison of these photographs with - –. .
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those of laminar boundary layers (fig. 10, for example) illus-
trates how the condition of Lhebounckq- layer is apparent
from schlieren photographs.

.28 I I I I
o Smooth surface I
❑ #” inch knurledbond
O OgivecomplefeiysondblaSteal

.2.$ A ~ ind sa[f~nd
V jfsinch sotfband
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F!GUBE14.—V&+NIonof foredrogcwllkfent w[th Reynolds nu&r for m~ls ~Itb ~wfom
nmounts0[ roughners.

Flow Separation.-Changes in flow separation brought
about by changing the bounclary-la~er flow from lamiaar
to turbulent a.ke.r the effectivo shape of t.hc body, the
shock-wave configuration, and also the drag. It is there-
fore essential to eoneider tlm effects on flow separation of
both the coudition of the boundary hryer and the Reynolds
number. ‘

Tbe looation arid degree of separation of the laminar
boundary laycwfor the boathiled bodies tested iu the smooth
condition varied noticeably with the Reynolds number of
the flow. The sehlieren photographsof rn.odel6.in figure 16
are Q-pical of this eflect. Additional photographs, presented
in figure 17, ilhwtrate the same phenomena in the ffow over
models 2?3, and 10, each aLtwo diflerent Reynolds numbers.
In each case, as the Reynolds number of the flow is increased,
the separation decreases, the convergence of the wake in-
creases, and the trailing shock wave moves forward.

Separation of an apparcnt]y laminar boundary Iayer at
supersonic speeds has been pointed out previously by Ferri
in reference 1.9for the two-dimensional flow over the surface
of curved airfoils. The scldieren photographs of Ferri indic-
ated that a shock wave formed at the point of laminar
separation. On the other hand,
the flow fields for the bodies of

the scltiieren pictures of
revolution tested in the

-. (a) Knife edge wrtie.d.

(b) Me edge horfmntnf.

FIGUKC15.-&hIferen photogrnph~of model 6 wfth tmnslrfon fied. Rcynohfs numlmx
7.2)(10.

present. investigation, show no Winik shorli wave accom-

panying separation except. for the sphere (fig. 17) in which

case the shock wave is very weak. It moy bc. ecmcluded,
therefore, that a separation of the laminar boundary layer is
not neeassarily accompanied by a shock wavo at supcrso~~ic
speeds. The same conclusion for transonic flows has been
drawn in reference 2.

In order to analyze more closely the details of tllc flow

separation, the pressure distribution along the strram]ine
just outside of the separated boundary layer was calculated
for several flow conditions over models 3 an? 6. The cal-
culations were made using the nwthod of rhmwt eristies
and by obtaining the contour of the strewnlirw just outsido
the separated bounclary layer from enlargements of the
schlieren photographs. Typical results froin tlwsu mlcula-
tione for model 3 are presented in figure 1S. II is swn [lIMI,

the prcksureon the outside of the boundary layer is approxi-
mately .const.antdownstream of the point of separation M is
characteristic along the boundary of a dewl-air rq$on.
The pressure along the line of separation ran be rxpm(ud to
be approximately oqual to”that in the dead-air region, and
hence, equal to the base pressure. A comparison of the cal-
culated values of the average presswe in the dm d-air region
with the. measured values of the base pressure for several
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conditions of flow over models 3 and 6 is given in the following
table:

Hodel

3-----------------------
------------------------
;------_--------_-_-----
fi--_-------_7--------_-_

Reynolds
nufnber

o.6X106
2.OXICP
. 6X1OJ

L 5X1CF

—

“calculated
prewlre co.
efficient of

dead-air
region

–O.06
–. 11
–. 10
–. 13

31ea,w;ed
base

preseure
coefficient

–O. 06
—. 12

—. 11
–. 13

. The preceding results indicate that under certsin con-
ditions ‘the bas~ pressure for kninar flow o-rer highly

boattailed bodies is directly related to the separation

phenomenon which occurs forwwd of the base. This sug-

gests that, if a means can be found to control the separa-

tion, the base pressure aIao can be controlled.

Ee-o.mxlot

.

VISCOSITY ON THE DRAG AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.5 815
---..—

The theoretical pressure distributions on models 4 and 5
are similar to the pressure distribution on model 6, -whichis
&ov+ h figure 19. @ each case the pressure in inticid
fiovi woulcl decrease continually along the direction of flow
upstream of the observed position of .Iaminar separation. ‘“
For subsonic flow this condition ordinarily would be termed ,_
fa~orable and separation vrotid not be expected. Further.
research on this subject appears riecessary in order to gain a
satisfactory understanding of the observed results.

The hlings of previous investigations of low-speed flovzs ““-”-
indicate thmtif a boundary Iayer which is normtdly 1-” —
over the afterbody is made turbulent by either natural or ““
mtificid means, the resistance to separation is incremed
greatly. The tests on models 2, 3,4, 5, and 6 with roughness
added show clearly that. this is aIso the cise in supersonic -
flow. The two schben photobmphs presented in &gore 20

.-. —
——-

viere taken of model 6 with and without roughness added.
and me typical of this dlect. A comparison of the two

.

RC-0A7X!W.

Realxlcd. lL’=1.*xlo~
FiaCBE16.–&hlIerenphotograph~showing the effect of Reynolds nurok on Iaraktarseparationfor modd 6. Knife edge vertfd

-.

-+.
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Re4.79XI@. MOM 2

Re-1.2xlcP. Model 3

Re-O.A5XI@Rc-O.1OX1CF. Model 10

FIGURE17.-Sehlieren photographsshowing the effect of Reynolds number on knfmu separationfor models 2,3 end 10. KnKo edge vcrtk?el

photographs shows that, without roughness adcled,separation
occurs near the poinb of.maximum thickness, but if transition
is fixed ahead of this point the separation point moves
downstream close to the base.

Shock-wave configuration.-It is to be expected that the
changes in flow separation dtie to changes in the condition
of the boundary layer and in the Reyholds number of the
t-lowwill bring about changes in the shock-wave configuration
tit the base of a b-ody. The schlieren photographs of figures
16 and ] 7, which show how the laminar separation decreases
and the convergence of the wake increases as the Reynolds
number is increaeed, also show that these phenomena are
accompanied by a forward motion of the trailing shock wave.
IrI general, as Iong as the boundary layer is lamina.r, the
trding shock wave moves forward M the Reynolds number
incremea, but no major change in the shock-wave configura-
tion takes phwe.

The shock-wave configuration on a bouttailed My with
a turbuknt boundary layer, however, is vcny much diffmcnL
from the configuration with a laminar layer, as is illuslrnt.ui
by the schlieren photographs of model 6, show~iin figure 20.
Such con-& wationchanges due to the transition to Lurbuhwl
bounclary-layer flow correlate quitd well with tht!tingle#[M
the tangent to the surface j ust ahead of (1Mbase LU&S wi(h
the W&cd symmetry. Figure 21 shows Llmchanges in shock-
wave configuration for models 1 through 6 tirrtingcdin ordl’r
of increasing angle /3. It is” seen that, on the boattnilrd
bodies with a small angle & the .tmnsition to a turbulent
boundary layer is accompanied by the uppcarancc of a weak
shock wave originating at .t.hebase of the body (modds 4
and 2). For bodies with larger boattail angles (model 5) the ..-
stmngth of this wave, hereafter termed t.hc %sc shock
wave, “ increases untilit is approximatdy as strong as [Lw
original tmiling shock wave. For even lm-gcvboat W tmglcs,
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FMCSEl.S.-Cskulnted premre &tdbutIon for modeI S at a ReynoIds nnmber of OJ3Xl@.
.

ApparenY poinh of Iaminar separofion
occur in fhis region as de+ermi~d
from Schfieren pho fogro+s in
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(b) Turbulentboondary.pyer, Rc=o.sixlw.

FIG~E al-SchIferen ptmt~pk of nmti 6lrMmtfu the efkct on flow eepomtronof the
rendition of tie boundMs IaFeR

the base shock wave becomes more distinct, and eventually
is the onIy appreciable shock wave existing near the bme of
the body (models 3 and 6) } In such a case, the compression
through the base shock -wave occurs fo~ard of the base.
This, as -m-Ube “-shop .Iateq greatly increases the base
pressure and decreases the base drag.

Compared to the phenomena observed with a Iarnhr
boundary Iayer (@. 16), c~ues k“ the Reynolds number
for a body with a turbulent boundary Iayer do not alter the
chock-wave configuration to any significant extent-, because
the tubulent. layer, even at low ReynoMs numbers, ordi-
narily does”not sepante. This fact is e-i-identin figure 22,
which shows the schlieren photographs of model 3 at different
Reynokls numbers -with rougjmem added. No apparent
change in the flow chmactefistics trdwsplace as the Reyncdds
number is increased. With a turbulent bounda~ Iayer,

4 Enbseqnentexperfroentswith turbdant flow,pnmodelSat higher Mach narabera heve shown that the baseshockwave also&sts nt a Mach nomk of2.0,but rktndly dhappmrsat
a xoeh mlmbi?rOfa.oOndM#er.

. .
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IMel 1
Re-3.UXIIY
6-0”

MOM 4
Rc-4 IIX1(Y
19=.&ss”

Mwle[ 2
Re-38X11F
@-o w

Model 5
Re=2.7XlIY . .
B-12.1?”

MoM 3 -
Re-axxlol
8-15.25”

Modsl 6
Re~I.lxIIY
6- 16.7s” .-

Lanlhls.r Turbulent

FIGURE21.-&hlieren photographsshowing the eflect of turbulent kmmdary layer on stink-ware cnntiguratbmat he d modrls 1,2,8, 4,6 and & Knl[e edge vcrtlml,
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therefore, the. effect on base drag of varyi& the Reynolds
number may be espected to be much kss than tith a leminar
layer.

k\-ALYSISOFTHEDRAGDATA

The qualitative effects of -riecosity on flow separation and
on shock-wave con6guration, which have been discussed in
the preceding sections, provide the ph-yeicd basis for unders-
tanding the effects of m.rying the Rey-noIds number end
charq+ng the condition of the boundary Iayer on the drag
coefficients of the various bodies tested.

Foredrsg,-The foredrag coefficients of modeIs 1 through
6 w-ith huninar flow in the boun.-kiry layer are shown in
figure 23 (a) as a function of the ReynoIds number. These
data show that, o-ier the ReynoMs number range covered in
the tests, the foredrag of model 1 decreases about .20percent,
w-bile that of model 6 increases about- 15 percent. The
foredrag of the other bodies does not change appreciably.

The reason the effects of Reynolds number mry coneid-

Re-1.2XlUJ.

.

Rc=3.uXIIY.

WSCOSITY OX THE DRAG AT A ~~cH ~-ER OF 1-5 819 _

erabIy with different.body shapes is clearly illustrated ,by a
comparison of the measured foredragg with the theoretical ‘-
foredrage. In figure 24 (a) the theoretical and measured --
@ues of foredrag are compared for modeI 1, which hhs no
bouttailing, and for model 3, which is typical of the boat-
t,ailed models. From this comparison, it is seen thst-, as .==.
pre~iously noted for other models -without boattahg, the
theoretical and e-sperimentaIforediags for model 1 are in
good ~greement. The decrease in fore~m with increasing
ReynoIds number for the bodies without boattailing is due ‘-~
entirely to the decrease in sti-frktion coefEcient-- For _
model 3, which has considerable boat tailing, the curves of
Sigure 24 (a) show that the theoretical and e~erimental ~-
foredrags agree only at. high ReyuokLe numbers. At the
low Reynolds numbers t-he measured foredrags are 10WW
than the theoretical dues because of the separation of the

-—-

Iaminar boundary layer as preciously illustrated by the
schlieren photographs in figures 16 and 17. With sep- —

RC-2.6XLW.

m=5.Ixlw.

FIG= !2L-Schlleren @otc@aRhs showing the abseneeof any eflecc of ReynoIds nmnber on the fir orer the efcerbody of mdel S with rcmghmssaddd. We edge mrticd.
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aration, the flow over the boattaiI does not follow the con-
tour of the body, and the pressure in the accompanying
dead-air region is higher than it would be if the separation
did not occur (fig. 18). This makes the actual foredmg
lower than the theoreticalvalue for riflow without separation.
At the higher Reynolds numbe~s, the separation is negli-
g;ble and the flow closely follows the contour of the body;
hence, the theoretical and experimental foredrags agree.
The reason for the approximately constant foredmg of
models 2,3,4, and 5, therefore, is that the changes due to skin
friction and flow separation are compensating. For model
6 with a smooth smface, the foredrag shown in figure 23 (a)
rises rather rapidly at low Reynolds numbers because the
separation effects for this relatively thick body (fig. 16)
more than compensate for the changes in skin friction due”
to the variation of the Reynolds number.

Figure 23 (b), which shows the fomlrag coefficients of
model 1 through 6 with roughness added, indicates that the
foredrag for all the bodies decremes as the Reynolds num-
ber increases above a Reynolds number of 1,75X 10°.
This is to be expected, since with the change to turbulent
boundary layer and consequent ehnination of separation,
the only factor remaining to idluence the f~redrag coefi-”
cients is the decrease of skin-frict.iou coefficients with in-
crease in Recynolds number. Below_ a Reynolds number
of 1.75X 10“, however, the.foredrag of all the models except
model 1 increases with increasing Reynolds number. The
cause of this somewhat puzzling behavior is apparent upon
closer examination of the data.

Figure 24 (b) shows a comparison of the theoretical fcwe-

drags @h the experimental values for models 1 and 3 with
roughness added. The theoretical value for skin-friction
drag was calculated assuming Iaminar flow up to the loca-
tion of the roughness, and turbulent flow. behind it. l’llis
value of drag was adcled to the theoretical wnvb drag to
obtain the theoretical foredrag. It is seen from &u KC24
(b) that for model 1 the curves of theoretical and cxpmi-
mental .foredrag have the previously indicated trend of de-
creasing drag with increasing Reynolds number over h
entire range. However, for model 3, whkh is Lypicudof thr
boattailed bodies, the measured foredrag at low Rt’ynolcls
numbers falls considerably below the theoreticid valuo h.
the mannpr previously noted. The reason for. this is evi-
dent from an examination of the sddieren photo~wapl]s
shown inigure 25, which were taken of the flow over models
3 and 6 with roughness added. They show t.htittit W low
Reynolds numbers a flow separation similar to that observed
for the smooth body (@. 16) occurs, and tlw resulting shuck-
wave configuration is characteristic of the contiguratiou for
a laminar boundary layer rather than tlmt for a t.urbulcnL
boundary layer. It appcam that, at the low Reynolds uum-
bers, the mnount of roughness added does not cauec transi-
tion far enough upstream of the point for laminar scptira-
tion so that the free stream can provide the boundary lnycr
with the necessary additional momentm” to prmwnt separa-
tion. The portions of the drag curves in which the desired
transition was not realized are shown dotted over the rL’giO[l

in y-hichseparation was apparent from the schlicren picturcs,
For model 1, the scldieren photographs showed thut.ut the
low ReymMs numbem the remountof roughness adchd \\as

.-

Reyn otds number, R% millions

(8) Smmtb cenditiem (b) Ro@nm oddwl.

FIGURE~.–VarIation et foredrag caefiicient for models 1, z 8,4, 6and 6 in the smooth condItlonand with roughnmaadded.
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sufficient to effect trmsition some distance ahead of the base,
although not immediately aft of the roughness.

The agreement between the experimenhd and the theo-
retical .resuIts obtained by the use of equations (4) and (5)
indicates that, at a Mach number of 1.5 and in the range of
Reynolds numbers covered by this ih-restigation, t-hefmnil-
iar low-speed skin-friction coefficimts can be used with fair
approximation to estimate drag due cto skin friction at
supersonic speeds.

A compa&son of the curves of &ures 23 (a) and 23 (b)
shows that for a given body at a given value of the Reynolds
number the foredrag i-ith roughness added is consistently
higher than the corresponding foredrag of the smooth+ur-
faced body. In the general cwse,this over-all increase in fore-.
drag is attributable both to the increase in the skiri-friction
drag of the body and to the change in floiv separation w-it-h.-

-.
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Reynolds number, Rez millions

(a) Smc.athcondftion. (b) Roughnessadded.

FIGUEE%3.-Vedation of ba.?a-messnremeftldent with Reynolds nrrdmr fo+models 1,2,3,45 and 6 fn the emcoth eondltlon and with roughnessadded.

consequent increase in the pressuredrag of the boattail. For
model 1, which has no boatt.ailing,the increase in skin friction
is the sole ftictor contributing, to the increase in foredrag.

Base pressure and base drag,-Figure 26 (a) shows the
base pn%surecoefficientsplotted as a function of the Reynolds
number for models 1 through 6, each with a sm~th surface.
It is evident from the data in this figure that the effects of
Reynolds number on base pressure for a body with a laminar
boundary layer are quite large. In the range of Reynolds
numbers covered, the base pressure coeificien~of model 1 in-
creasesabout .60percent, and the coefficients of models 2, 3,
and 4 more than double. The thicker bodies with boattail-
ing, models 5 and 6, do not exhibit such large chamges“b base
pressure coefficient, for the coefficients apparent.ly reach a
maximum at a relatively low Reynolds number, and then
decrease with further increase in the Reynolds number.

The base pressure coefficients for models 1 through 6 with
roughnessmoldedare shown in figure 26 (b). Here again, the
portions of the curves whch correspond to the low Reynolds
number region wherein transition was not completely effected
are ahown aa dotted lines. Model 1 exhibits the lowest base
pressure and model 6 the highest; in this latter case the..base
pressure is even higher than the free-stream static pressure.
The physicaI reason for this is evident from the schlieren
photograph at the bottom of figure 20, which shows that a
compression through the shock wave Qccursjust ahead of the
base of model 6, Except for the large changes in pressure

coef%cicintat low Reynolds numbers where thr desiredtransi-
tion was not effected, the variation of base pressurecoefllcicnt
with Reynolds number is reIat.ivelysmall for the bodies with
roughness added.

Fromii comparison of the curves for the bodies with rougl;-
ness added to the corresponding curves for the smooth-sur-
faced bodies, it is evident that a large change in the LQSC ._
pressure coefficient is att.ribut.ableto the change in the condi-
tion of the boundary layer., In general, the btise pressures
for bodies with roughness added are considerably higher tlm
the corresponding base pressurw for the smooth-surfwvxl
bodies. In the case of the boattailed bodies the physimd
reason fm this increase in the base pressure is the apperwmwo
of the k&e shock wave, as shown in figure 21. For modvl 1,
which has no boattailing, the mixing action and gretiterthick-
ness of the turbtient boundary layer are pmbd.dy responsible’
for the observed increase.

The foregoing data show that thu effects of Rcynold+
number and condition of the boundaly layer on the base
pressure of a body moving at supersonic speeds depend
considerably upon the shape of the mfterbody. In order to
ascdaimwhether the effects of viscosity aleo depend upon
the Iengthdiameter ratio for a f@d shtipc of tifterbody,
some modek+of different length-diameter ratios wero tested
and the data presented in figures 27 (a) and 27 (b) which
show the variation of base pressure coefficient with RcynoMa
number. The data presented in this figure are not free of
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support interference. From these data it is apparent that
the effects of viscosity on the base pressure increase tvith
the length-diameter ratio of the body.5 It is to be noted
that the base pressure increases as the Iengthdiameter ratio
increases. This is somewhat at -mriance with the results of
reference 20, which showed an effect, but not a systematic
one, of lengt.hdiarneter ratio on the base preesure of bodies
tithout boattding.

The base drag coefficient cam be obtained from the base
pressure coefficient of the models by using equation (2).
The base drag coefficients for the smoot.kmrfaced bodies
are presented in figure 28 (a) and for the bodies with rough-
ness added in figure 28 (b). These curves are, of course,
simiIar to the corresponding curves of base pressure coe%l-
cient given in figures 26 (a) and 26 (b). b this form the
ordinates can be added directly to the foredrag coef&i~ta
of &u.re 23 to obtain the total drag coefficient. of a gi~en
body. It is seen that”the contribution of the base pressure
to the total drag is ~ery small for models with large amounts
of boattailing, such as models 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Total drsg.-The total drag coefficients ‘for models 1
through 6 with smooth surfaces are shown in &me 29 (a)
as a function of Re.ynolds number. These data show that .
the drag coefficients of both pmdeIs I and 2 with a laminar
boundary layer increase a Iittle over 20 percent. from the
Iovrest to the highest value of Reynolds number obtained in

the tests. The other models exhibit some-what snder ___
changes. The data presented in figures 23 and 28 indicate
that. the prirtcipid effect controlling the variation of totrd
drag -ivithReynolda number for Ia.minarflow in the boundary
layer is the effect of Reynolds number on the base drag of
the bodies. For the speciaI case of highly boattailed bodies,
however, this effect is of I.We relative importance because
the base drag is”a small part of the total drag. In such
cases, the over-~ variation of drag coefficient is due almost
ent,irely to the variation of foredrag with Reynolds munber. _ _

Figure 29 (b) shows the total drag coefficients plotted
as a function of the Reynokls number for models 1 through
6 with roughness added. A&, tbe portions of the curves
that tire shown dotted represent the Reynolds number region
in which. the amount of roughness adcle~ is insufficient to
cause complete transition. AI the curves ha~e approxi-
mately the same trend, the over-alI effect on the drag
coefficients be~w about 15 percent or less for the various
bodies.

A comparison of t-he curves of total drag for bodies”-with
roughness added to the corresponding curves for bodies _
w+h smooth surfaces shows an interesting phenomenon.
At t-hehigher Reynolde numbers the drag of models 1 and 6
is actually decreased slightIy by the addition of roughness, __
“inspite of the corresponding increase in skin-friction drag. .
The reason is, of course, that the base drags are very much

5Similarexperiments condnetedata Meeh ntmher d 2.0hsveshowsthesame trend. Borh sets M data shew reasrmabIemrrektirm with the ratio of fmrndwy-layer thichees to

base dIemeter.
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Iower for the turbulent boundary layer than for the Iaminar.
The drag coefficient.s of the other bodies (models 2, 3, 4,
and 5) are somewhat higher with roughness added, beoause
the increase in friction drag of the turbulent boundary
layer is greater thamthe decrease in base drag.

The importance of always considering both the Iteynolds
number of the flow and condition of t-heboundary layer is
Wstrated by the totaI drag characteristics of modeI 2. For
example, if model 2”were tested irith a @rbuIent boundary
layer at a Reynolds number of 2X10°, the drag would be
about 35 percent higher than if tested with a Iaminar bound-
ary layer at a Reynolds numbar of O.t!X10E. Although dis-
crepancies as Iarge as these have not been reported as yet
in tbe drag data from different supersonic wind tunneIs,
certain consistent. dMerenms, vmying from about 5 to 25
percent, have been reported (reference 18) in the drag dat~
of simihir projectiles tested in the Gottingen and the Kochel
tunnels. Although in reference 18 the discrepancies between
the two turmelawere attributed only to the variation in skin
friction with”Reynolds number, it appears from the results
of the present inv&igation that such discrepancies are attrib-
utable primarily to cWerences in flow separation and base
pressure.

A comparison of the effects of viscosity for pointed bodies
with the tiects for a blunt body sho-im clearIy that body
shape must be considered, and that conclusions about vis-
cosity effects baaed upon tests of blunt bodies may be com-
pletely inapplicable to the aerodynamic shapes which are
suitable for supersonic flight. For example, in the case of a
sphere at 1.5 Mach number with an over-alI ReynoMs num-
ber variation of from 7.5X1O’ to 9.OX 106, the agreement
between the drag data from Ci@ngen (reference 7), Peene-
munde (reference 18), and the present wind tunnel is wit.hiu
1 percent of the values measured for free-flight (references
7 and 21). It is evident that the e.fleetsof viscosity on the
drag of a sphere are quite ditlerent from the effects on the
pointed bodies tested in this imwdigat.ion.

~ONCLUSIONS

The conclusions which follow apply for a Mach number of
1.5 and at ReynoMs numbers based upon mcdeI length up to
about 5X106 for bodies of revolution similar to the ones
tested.

1. The eftects of ticosity differ greatIy for Iaminar and
turbulent flow tithe boundary layer, and -withineach regime
depend upon the ReyuoMs mnnber of the flow and the shape
of the body.

~ Laminar flow was found on the smooth bodies up to a
R&olda number of 6.5X 10s and may pbssibly exist to
considerably higher values.

$. A comparison between the test results for Iam.inarand
for turbulent flow in the boundary Iayer at a fhed value of
the Reynolds number shows that:

(a) The resistance to separation with turbulent flow in
the boundary layer is much greater.

21MW-5-53

(c)

(d)

(e)

The shock-wave configuration near the base of boat- ._
taiIed bodies is markedly di&rent for the two types
of boundary layer flow.
The foredrag coefficients with turbulent boundary
layer ordinarily are higher. ~ “
The base pressure on boatt-ailed bodies is much” “-
higher with the t.urbtient.boundary layer.
The total drag is ueuaIIy higher with the turbulent
boundary hiyer.

4. For Iaminar flow in the boundmy layer the following
effects were found:

(a) The Iaminar boundary layer separates forward of
the base on all boattaiIed bodies t-ted, and the
position of separation varies noticeably with
ReynoIds number. Laminar separation is not nec-
eesariIy accompsmied by a shock wave originating
horn the point of separation. On many of the
models the pressure in “an inviscid flow would
continmdly decrease in the direction of the flow
upstream of the separation point.
The trailing shock wave moves forward dightly as
the Reynokls number is increased, but no signif-
icant change takes place in the shock-wave con- _,
figuration near the base.
With increasing Reynolds numbers, the foredrag ‘“
coefficients increase for highly boattailed bodies
and decrease for bodies tithout boattailing. For
moderately boat.tailed bodies the variation of the
foredrag coefficient -with Reynolds number is rel-
atively small.
The base pressure changes markedly with Reynolds
number. For bodies with the same afterbody
shape, the base pressure dso depends upon the
length-diameter ratio of the body.
Total drag varies considerably with the Reynolds
number, changing more than 20 percent for several of
the models.

& For turbulent flow in the boundary the following.
effects were found:

(a)

0)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Separation -does not ordinarily occur upstream of
the base except for highly boattailed bodies.
The shock-wa.ve configuration near the base does
not change noticeably as the Reynolds number
changes.
The foredrag coeffichts decrease slightIy as the
Reynolds number is increased.
The base pressure changes very IMe tith changhg
Reynolds number.
The total drag decreases as the Reynolds number
is increased.

km AERONAUTICAL LaORATORY,

NATIOXAL ADmORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

MOKFETT FIELD, CALIF., January W, 1947.
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APPENDIX A

VARIATION OF TEST-SECTION STATIC PRESSURE

Since the static pressure with no model presen~ varied

along the axis of the test section as shown in figure 5, it was
necessary to apply a correction to the measured coefficients

to account for the increment in drag or pressure resulting

from this axial pressure gradient. Although the axial vari-

ation of testiection static prwsure is not monotonic,, the

pressures at the downstream end of the test section are
uniformly Iower than the pressurw of the upstream end
where the nose of a model is ordinarily placed. This means
that the actual pressureexertad at a given point on a body is
lower than it would be if the ambient pressure gradient were
zero as it is in free fligbt. The gradient corrections are cal-
culated on the assumption that the magnitude of the pressure
exerted at an arbitrary point on the body in the tunnel is
lower than it wouId be if no gradient were present by an
increment equal to the amount which the static pressure
decrease-s(with no model present) from the position of the
model nose to the position of the arbitrary point. At the
Mach number of thi present tests it is not necewwy to
include the corresponding axiaI variation of dynamic pressure
in the corrections since it varies only +0.2 percent from the
mean testiection value used in all calculations. The correc-
tions ta the measured coefficients ofLmodel 1 located 2.5
inches downstream from the reference pressure orifice, for
example, amount to +0.012 in forcdrag coefficient and
—0.026 in base-drag coefficient; the corresponding per-
centages of the uncorrected CmfEc.ientsof foredrag and base
pressure are 12 and 15, respectively.

Because the gradient correction is relatively Iarge in the
present tests an experimental justification of such theoretical

corrections is in order, The validity of the corrections as
applied to foredrag is confirmed by tests on model 9, which
consists of a conical nose with a 20° included anglo and a
short cylindrical afterbody. The theoretical foredrag of this
body, which is equal to the sum of the wave and friction drags
can be e~ily determined as a function of RcynoMs number.
The wave drag of the conical nose is given by the calcultitions
of Taylor and Maccoll (references 10 and 11). The frictions.1
drag can be estimated using the low-spmd la.minar skin-
h-iction coefficients, since the boundary layer was complctdy
kunimu. over this model. A comparison of the. corrcctccl
and uncorrected foredrag with the theoretical forekag is
shown in figure 6. The corrected foredrag coefficients aro
seen to be in good agreement with the theoretical vrdtl.~;
whereas the uncorrected data fall below the wave drag at
high tunnel pressures. This latter condition, of courac, rcp-
reeentsan impossible situation for a body without bonttailing.

In order to check experimentally the validity of the colTcc-

tions as.applied to the measured base pressmw,model 1 was
tested on the side support at five different positions along the
axis of the test section. Because the support system re-
mained fixed relative to the body, the int.erfcrenc.eof the
support “isthe same in each case, hence, any discrepancies in
the measured base pressures at the various positions am
attributable only to the pressure gradient along t.hc tunnel
axis. F3gure 7 shows that the uncorrected l.msc pressure
data taken at the five different positions differ by about
25 percent, but the corresponding five sets of corrcckd data
falI within about +1.5 percent of their mean, thus confirming

the validity of the correctiori.
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APPENDIX B

PRECISION OF DATA

The accuracy of the results presented can be estimated by

considering the possible errors &at are lmown to be invohed

in the measurement of the forces and preswmx+ and in the

determination of the free-stream llacb number and gradient

corrections.

The force measurements exe subject to errors from shifts

in the bahmce zero due to temperature effects and aIsc horn

a shift in the calibration constant. The zero shift, which is

less than +1 percent of the force data at km prwsures and

less than +0.2 percent at high pressures, was checked peri-

odica.IIy by running the tunnel through the complete temper-

ature range with no force applied to the bahmce. Ii the

majority of cases the variation of the baIance calibration

constant, which mas checked before and after each series of

tests, permitted a possible deviation of ~0.3 percent in the

force data. ~ data presented in figures 9 (b), 13, 14, and

the data for mc@eIs 4, 5, and 6 in Jigures 23 (a) and 29 (a)

were obtained during a period between two consecutive

balance calibrations for -which the constant differed by 6.4
percent,. A comparison of the data obtained during this
period with theoretical reds and with the results of subse-
quent reruns of some of the same models indicatcw t-hatthe
change in balance calibration occurred before the data in
question were obtained. The results in the afore-mentioned

. figures were therefore computed on the basis of the Iater
calibration. It is estimated that the maximum error in
the bahce calibration constant for these results is at worst
no greater than +0.3 to —3.0 percent.

The pressure data, including the dynamic pressure, are
subject to smalI errors resuhing from possible iniz~actiread-
ings of the mercury manometers. The base pressure data
are ELISOsubject to an additional error resulting from the
small variation in the specfic gravity of the dibutyl pht.halate
indicating fluid. At the most, these sourcee can cause an

error in
percent,

ON THE DUG AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.5 827

the total and foredrag coef%cients of about +0:3
and in the base-drag coefficient of about &0.8 ver-

cent. ‘khe error in dynamic-pressure due to the uncertakty
in the free-stremu Mac-h n-umberis negligible, since the isen-
tropic rektion for tbe dynamic pressure as a function of
Mach number is near a maximum at a Mach number of 1.5.
For slender bodies of revolution the variation of the force
coeflkients with Mach number is quite small; hence, errors
resulting from the variation of hee-streti.m Mach number
from 1.49 to 1.51 are negligible.

On the basis of the data presented in figures 6 and 7, it is
estimated that for alI tunnel pressures the uncertainty in t-he
gradient corrections to tohd drag, foredrag, and base pres-
sure coefhcients can cause at the most an error in these
coefllcients of +0.004, +0.004, and +0.005, respectively.
It should be noted that in the table on precision; presented
in the section on results, this source of error, which is ind~
pendent of tunnel pressure, is aqressed as an increment

and not as a percentage of the measured coefficient.

Previous investigations have shown that an uncertainty

may be introduced in supersonic wind-tunnel data if the

humidity of the tunnel air is wry high. To determine the

effects of this variable in the present investigation, the

spectic humidity was varied bmm t-he lowest vtdues (appro-

ximately 0.0001 ) to values approximately 20 times those

normally encountered in the tests. ~g and b~e pressure

measurements wwe taken on a body with a cotiwd head and

also on a sphere. The results showed no appreciable effect

of humidity over a rmge much greater than that encountered

in the present tests, provided the variation in test-section

dynamic pressure with the change in humidity -was taken

into account in the reduction of the data. It is believed,

therefore, that the precision of the remdta presented in this

report is unaffected by humidi~.
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APPENDIX c

EFFECT OF SUPPORT INTERFERENCE

A knowledge of the effects of support interference upon

the data in question is easential to an understanding of its

apphability to free-flight conditions. Previous to the pres-

ent investigation an extensive serk of tests were conducted

to detmmine the body shape and support combinations

necessary to evaluate the support interference.

In generaI, it was found that for the models tested in the

smooth condition (laminar boundary layer) the effect of

the rear supports used in the present investigation was

negligible for the boattailed models 2 and 3 and was appre-

ciable only in the base pressure measurements for model 1.

For model 1, combinations of rear support and side support

were used to evaluate the effect of the rear support on the

base pressure. The evaluation was made on the assumption

of no mutual intmference between the rear. support and

side support and was checked by the use of two different

combinations of side support and rear support. The data

indicate that the assumption is justified within the hits
of the experimental accuracy and that the corrected, inter-
ferencdree base pressures deduced by this method difFer
only slightly from those measuredwith the side support aIone.

For the bodies with roughness added (producing a turbu-
lent boundary layer) a complete investigation of the support
interference was not made; consequently, a definiti quan-
titative evaluation of the interference effects for each body
in this condition cannot be given. From the data that were
obtained it has been found that the foredrag is not affected
appreciably by the presence of the supports used in the
present investigation, but that a small amount of interference
is evident in the base pressure cm%iient which may vary
from a minimum of +0.005 to a maximum of. +0.015 for
the different bodies. This uncertainty in the base pressure
coefficient results in a correspondingly small uncertainty
in the base drag coefficient and in the total drag coefficient.
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